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The interior soundscape of a vehicle is an essential asset for experienced

comfort and feedback of a car’s driver, especially in the premium

automotive industry. Here we offer a literature review on the perception of

acoustic characteristics of electrified vehicles (EVs) and the impressions and

associations they convey to the individual—the driver, the customer, the user.

The reduction of the overall sound pressure level (SPL) in EVs offers the

opportunity to create exceptional quiet interior soundscapes. At the same

time, the reduced SPL challenges NVH (Noise, Vibration, and Harshness)

engineers to reduce remaining noises that are no longer masked by

operational combustion while creating vehicle-adequate acoustics with

pleasingly comfort-assets and operational feedback of the current driving

mode. The analyzed body of literature covers research from the 21st century

(2000–2022). We aim to comprise the current state of research highlighting

specific achievements already made. Furthermore, we show evident gaps that

need to be filled and considered in future research.
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Introduction

Concomitant with the technological shift to electrified powertrains is a change in the

acoustic profile of vehicles which offers new opportunities but also brings new challenges

to engineers in the automotive industries (Cerrato, 2009; Genuit, 2010; Meek et al., 2012;

Allman-Ward et al., 2020; Gavric, 2020). Among these opportunities are novel

configurations of active driving sound for electrified vehicles (EVs) (Bodden &

Belschner, 2016; Cerrato, 2009; Fiebig, 2012; Genuit & Fiebig, 2011, 2014) or even the
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innovative shaping of our acoustic environment (Clendinning,

2018). Acoustic characteristics of vehicles are commonly

subsumed under the umbrella term NVH (Noise, Vibration,

and Harshness), and they are well known to play a crucial

role in customer satisfaction (Qatu et al., 2009; Qatu, 2012;

Zeller, 2018; Sinambari & Sentpali, 2020). For instance, the

sensation of driving in all-electric mode can be described as

quiet, smooth, and silent (Kurani et al., 2008) and Gärling (2001)

found 80% of their sample reporting experiencing the same

amount or even more pleasure driving an EV compared to

driving an ICEV (Internal combustion engine vehicle), which

was reportedly defined, among other things, by comfort and

noiselessness. On the contrary, the analysis of social media and

online forums by Krishna (2021) shows that consumers

experience cars and their NVH characteristics as “soulful”

(p. 5) entities, that they build emotional connections with

their vehicles, especially through its sound, which was one of

the most significant aspects in the analyzed data. Especially so-

called petrolheads – a group of passionate car enthusiasts – seem

to apprehend electrified driving as “sterile” (p. 5) and a

“lackluster ‘appliance-like’ experience” (p. 6) (Krishna, 2021).

As the demand for overall ride comfort, a property subjectively

experienced through physical variables, increased over the years,

the NVH attributes of ambient factors such as noise and dynamic

factors such as vibrations play a crucial role in vehicle safety,

performance, comfort, and brand image (Ormuz & Muftic,

2004). In terms of EV-NVH three main challenges are the

frequently reported: 1) the EV’s silent nature leads to a lack of

masking effects and new disturbing noise sources while

impairing the dynamic character of the vehicle as they fall

short of the accustomed operational feedback; 2) the novel

NVH profile is still relatively unfamiliar to most people and

especially high-frequent noise components might be perceived as

very annoying; 3) the question of a suitable sound character for

EVs, which Otto et al. (1999) described as “a double edged

sword” (p.3), since the quietness of an EV can be seen as an

unique selling point or vice versa pose the question about the

suitable sound character in terms of applying active sound design

to emphasize the exquisite vehicle dynamics of EVs (Otto et al.,

1999; Cerrato, 2009; Genuit & Fiebig, 2011, 2014; Meek et al.,

2012; Allman-Ward et al., 2014; Bodden & Belschner, 2014, 2016;

Fiebig & Schulte-Fortkamp, 2019; Allman-Ward et al., 2020;

Gavric, 2020; Kleinjohann, 2020; Streicher et al., 2021). Figure 1

compares an ICEV and a BEV (Battery Electric Vehicle) in full

acceleration run-up, showing the main differences between

conventional and electrified vehicles in their frequency

spectra, overall sound pressure level (SPL), engine orders, and

operation smoothness.

The EVs’ acoustic characteristics of e-powertrain and applied

sound design compose a so-called soundscape, defined by the

International Organization for Standardization as the “acoustic

environment as perceived or experienced and/or understood by a

person or people, in context” (International Organization of

Standardization, 2014). Despite the frequently reported and

apparent challenges, a considerably smaller amount of

research focuses on the interior acoustic experience of

electrified driving than on exterior sonification and pedestrian

safety in EVs (Melman et al., 2021). Therefore, the focus of this

contribution will be on how people perceive the interior

soundscape while driving an EV and evaluate the current state

of research in this field of acoustic vehicle development and

design. A short theoretical introduction of essential changes in

FIGURE 1
Comparison of ICEV and BEV in full acceleration run-up.
Note. Campbell diagrams of an ICEV (320 kW; left side) and a BEV (300 kW; right side) in full acceleration run-up. Please note the different
scaling of the x-axes in the diagrams as the frequency ranges depend on the type of powertrain system. The zigzag pattern in the lower frequencies
of the ICEV spectrum is caused by gear shifting. These gear shifts are omitted with the electrified system.
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the NVH profiles of EVs and cognitive concepts of perception

and aesthetics is followed by an overview of the reviewed

literature presented in this paper. We thematically divided the

reviewed literature into three different segments: 1) literature

discussing objectified measures of human perception in the

context of EV-NVH; 2) combining perception-related data

with approaches of computational sciences to predict the

acoustic quality of EVs; 3) research evaluating human

perception of different NVH characteristics of EVs via the

assessment through participant samples.

Theoretical background

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the changes in

the acoustic profile of EVs compared to conventional ICEVs.

Furthermore, basic psychological concepts of perception and

design, as well as frequently used constructs for customer

perception in the field of acoustic engineering and vehicle

acoustics, will be apprehended.

Acoustical profile of electrified vehicles

The electrified powertrain concepts lead to a substantially

lower SPL (Blickensdorff et al., 2019), allowing hitherto

unnoticed disturbing noises from sources such as the external

environment, wind, tires, driving-related operation of auxiliaries

and power electronics, which so far have been masked by the

louder combustion engine, to become apparent (Allman-Ward

et al., 2014; Blickensdorff et al., 2019; Eisele et al., 2019; Gavric,

2020). Bodden and Belschner (2014) even describe a spectral gap

between the now unmasked high-frequency wind noise and low-

frequency road noise leading to an inharmonic noise-

background.

However, not only the reduced SPL and thereby unmasked

disturbing noises require challenging NVH refinement, but

substantial changes in the characteristics of the EVs’ NVH

profiles themselves also lead to novel challenges in the

developmental process of acoustic comfort. The overall SPL

seems to be a less critical indicator of sound quality than

psychoacoustic parameters (Genuit & Fiebig, 2011), which

aim to describe the relationship between physically defined

acoustic events and their perceptual dimension in an objective

and quantitative manner (Fastl, 2002). As the spectrum of typical

e-powertrain noise is characterized by higher frequencies and

single tonal components in spectral ranges from 1 – 10 kHz,

where human hearing is especially sensitive (Blickensdorff et al.,

2019; Gavric, 2020), it is potentially perceived as more annoying

and less appealing to customers as psychoacoustic analyses show

(Lennström et al., 2013; Lennström & Nykänen, 2015; Swart

et al., 2016). Moreover, there is a vital discourse about the quiet

nature of EVs and opportunities of possible sound enhancement

strategies in the field (Genuit & Fiebig, 2014; Clendinning, 2018).

For instance, some criticize the EV’s interior for suffering from a

lack of operational feedback (Kleinjohann, 2020) or that its quiet

nature might even lead to insecurities about whether the vehicle

is ready to use (Knowles et al., 2012). Bodden and Belschner

(2014) note that the little operational feedback stands in no

proportion to the pronounced dynamic acceleration of EVs.

Whereas ICE-typical broadband noise is dominated by its

engine orders and harmonics in a frequency range below

1 kHz (Blickensdorff et al., 2019), Swart et al. (2016) found

local SPL-minima in the range from 200 to 500 Hz, low

roughness values and a lack of prominent orders for

commercial EVs, from which they derive the unimpressive

and lackluster sound character of natural EV acoustics. With

the inherent NVH characteristics only contributing very little to

the EV’s interior sound quality, Allman-Ward et al. (2014) see it

as a requirement for manufacturers to enhance their products

through synthetic sound applications if they seek to improve

interior sound quality. Through the application of artificial sound

design, it is not only possible to re-establish operational driving

feedback or to mask disturbing noises in the interior, but also to

create a customizable, emotionalizing driving experience

(Allman-Ward et al., 2014; Bodden & Belschner, 2016;

Streicher et al., 2021). Furthermore, enhancing EVs with

artificial sound can help to express specific vehicle

characteristics such as brand identity (Sottek et al., 2005;

Allman-Ward et al., 2014; Bodden & Belschner, 2016;

Kleinjohann, 2020) as well as to sharpen the product’s

character through distinguishing features for specific vehicle

types and segments (Allman-Ward et al., 2020; Streicher et al.,

2021). Nevertheless, a clear recommendation for development

strategies and conceptual orientation regarding EV sound design

cannot yet be concluded, and different directions are conceivable.

Altogether, there is a target conflict between the generally

preferred quietness in electrically driven vehicles and the

demand for an adequate operational feedback (Fiebig &

Schulte-Fortkamp, 2019). A rather conservative approach

would be to draw analogies to existing experiences with ICE-

typical sound and to reference traditional expectations (Bodden

& Belschner, 2016). Other strategies like focusing on the

perseverance of authentic e-powertrain NVH characteristics

and possibly refining it, or creating completely novel yet

suitable sound concepts (Genuit, 2012; Genuit & Fiebig, 2014)

need to be considered. Kleinjohann (2020) sums up current

examples of manufacturers like Volkswagen or BMW, who

both cooperate with established composers and music

producers to create novel sound concepts for EVs. Cerrato

(2009) even presumes a transition phase from less innovative

sound concepts, referencing familiar and relatable sounds of the

combustion engine, to increasingly innovative concepts daring

novel approaches such as, for example, sci-fi analogies. As the

association between acoustic feedback of a vehicle and its power

and performance parameters have been built over decades,
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resolving such association patterns will become difficult (Cerrato,

2009; Clendinning, 2018; Genuit & Fiebig, 2011, 2014). However,

conservative approaches should be questioned, as the

conventional ICEV-soundscape is hard to be naturally

transferred onto EVs after all. Distinctive and innovative

sound design approaches for EVs now pose the chance to set

a novel frame of reference and build new connections between

electric power sources and innovative soundscapes.

Subjective perception: cognitive factors
and psychological effects

“Subjective” perception (in fact, perception as such, because

perception is always a reality-constructing active cognitive act) is

a crucial factor in market-relevant features such as comfort or

product quality impression overall (Carbon, 2019). The present

review focuses on the interior soundscape while driving an EV as

it impacts a vehicle’s overall quality impression (Münder &

Carbon, 2022). Though subjective dimensions are much

harder to assess than physical or technical metrics (Genuit

et al., 2010), especially the cognitive processes in subjective

evaluation make such approaches even more interesting in

terms of customer-oriented NVH development for EVs. NVH

characteristics are immediately perceivable qualia shaping a

customer’s product experience and therefore contribute to the

overall customer satisfaction (Qatu, 2012; Zeller, 2018; Sinambari

& Sentpali, 2020) as well as determine target agreements in

product development (Blauert, 1986). In acoustic perceptual

science, mere physical phenomena – acoustic events – are to

be differentiated from perceptual constructs – the perceived

quality of sound. Though perceptual constructs are related to

specific physical phenomena and sensory information, they only

emerge through human perception defined by the International

Organization of Standardization (2014). The construct of the

sound quality of an acoustic event is defined in manifold ways,

such as its adequacy (Blauert & Jekosch, 1997) or suitability

(Guski, 1997) of it, or even multi-dimensional definitions such as

the suggestion by Genuit (1996) of three influential aspects,

namely physical, psychoacoustical and psychological, with the

latter including cognitive, affective, and situational factors

(Blauert, 1986; Sottek et al., 2005; Zeitler, 2007). Stylidis et al.

(2015) established a multi-dimensional model of overall

perceived quality with a value-based perceived quality

describing the total experience of a customer through its

multimodal components and technical perceived qualities,

each originating in the visual, acoustic, haptic, and olfactory

domains of the assessed product. By accounting for further

factors like context, customer behavior, and brand identity,

the need to achieve high perceived quality for the given

product can be identified (Stylidis et al., 2015). Also, Sottek

et al. (2005) highlight the importance of including multimodal

perception as the perception of sound is not limited to only

hearing but also linked to vibration or visual perception. These

aspects potentially influence the complex interplay of the overall

customer experience. Fiebig (2012) distinguishes the general

sound character from sound quality: the former is defined by

the basic and physical attribute of the acoustic event and

determinable in laboratory environments, whereas the latter is

to be understood as a complex perceptional construct dependent

on its context, product meaning, interaction, and cognition,

where especially the sound’s adequacy to its context plays a

key role (Fiebig & Schulte-Fortkamp, 2019). Thus, the subjective

evaluation of perceptual constructs like sound quality and target

sound design must be tested in externally valid context

conditions (Genuit, 2010; Fiebig, 2012; Fiebig & Schulte-

Fortkamp, 2019).

The mere number of versatile definitions of sound quality

illustrates that subjective perception of acoustic events or

soundscapes cannot be solely based on their nature. An

auditory evaluation leads to an individual impression, strongly

influenced by associative principles. For aesthetic theory, this

central cognitive principle originates in the Aesthetic Association

Principle (AAP) by Fechner (Ortlieb et al., 2020): an object

transmits a specific impression by sensation and is then

merged into a coherent percept with the individual’s former

experiences. Thereby the principle is capable of guiding and

creating certain associations in the acoustic domain (Ortlieb

et al., 2020) and can be utilized in NVH development and EV

sound design. For instance, Fiebig et al. (2020) show that even

subtle acoustic information can influence the affective response

to a contextual soundscape. Methods for subjective sound

evaluation such as the Associated Imaginations on Sound

Perceptions method (AISP) (Krebber et al., 2000), aiming to

assess the affective reactions to vehicle interior noise, or the

Explorative Vehicle Evaluation (EVE) method (Fiebig & Schulte-

Fortkamp, 2019), a practical approach to evaluate a sound

concept of a vehicle in its original on-road context, make use

of the association principle. Other standard methods to evaluate

vehicle sounds and sound quality are, among other things,

ranking methods to determine sound preferences, semantic

differentials to assess the meaning and suitability of a sound,

category scaling, and magnitude estimation to evaluate

differences in sound quality (Fastl, 2002). Factors such as

cultural background (Fastl, 2002; Sottek et al., 2005) or the

individual frame of reference, based on previous experiences

(Genuit & Fiebig, 2014), should be considered as they might

alternate the associated meaning of a sound. Thus, customer

expectations are shaped through previous individual experiences

with a product. Sound enhancement can potentially amplify the

overall customer driving experience but, at the same time,

requires a deepened understanding of what customers actually

expect an EV to sound like (Allman-Ward et al., 2020). These

expectations are still quite difficult to identify due to scarce

internalized experience driving electrified and customers

having difficulties in articulating their preferences as they lack
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reference points (Genuit, 2012; Genuit & Fiebig, 2014). Fiebig

and Schulte-Fortkamp (2019) emphasize that the challenge lies in

the evaluation of finding out how the majority assesses sound

quality of EVs without any existing frame of reference while

accounting for contextual variables of the specific acoustic event.

Methods

We reviewed the pertinent literature according to the

following structure: the focal point of the review is research

concerned with investigations on the human perception of EV

interior soundscape, which results from acoustic NVH

phenomena and active vehicle sound design. Investigations

with participants and perception-related metrics were of our

particular interest. Mere technical papers are of the highest

importance for the vehicle’s NVH refinement but will not be

elaborated on in this review.We included only automotive NVH-

related literature published in the years 2000–2022 (effective 28th

of February 2022). The used search terms for this contribution

are depicted in Figure 2.

In total, we retrieved more than 200 articles from the period

between 2000 and 2022 (effective 28th February 2022) that

possibly dealt with the acoustic characteristics of EVs and/or

their perception. After a thorough review of the articles, we

excluded some articles from our list as they did not meet our

criteria for investigating the human perception or perception-

related metrics of EVs’ interior soundscapes and acoustics.

Indicators to exclude articles were, for example, not dealing

with the acoustic phenomena in an automotive or EV-specific

context, not focusing on the subjective perception of these

acoustic criteria, or dealing with the exterior noise and sound

of EVs. This left us with 53 articles discussing the intended

subject. We subdivided the final list of scientific work into

different thematic clusters, which will be introduced in Results

of the research analysis. At last, we would like to emphasize that

this work provides an overview but is not necessarily an

exhaustive representation of the interdisciplinary field of

research.

Results of the research analysis

We clustered the pertinent literature found with our

search focus in three different main categories: A) studies

focusing on psychoacoustic measures, which aim to provide

an objective measure of subjective human acoustic

perception (Cluster A: psychoacoustic metrics; N = 16); B)

research from the field of computational sciences using

subjective and/or objective data to form perception models

(Cluster B: computational prediction models; N = 11); C)

investigations with qualitative assessments and/or

experimental study designs following a human-centered

approach collecting subjective evaluation data from

participants (Cluster C: subjective assessment and

experimental studies; N = 26).

FIGURE 2
Overview of used search terms.
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Cluster A: psychoacoustic metrics

Psychoacoustic metrics are objective and quantifiable parameters

developed to describe the relationship between subjective perception

and physically defined acoustic events (Fastl, 2002) (see also

Acoustical profile of electrified vehicles). The following section

sums up current research on the perception of EV interior

soundscape considering such psychoacoustic metrics. We

identified two general groups of investigations: articles analyzing

EVmeasurement data and taking objective psychoacoustic measures

as sole indicators for subjective perception. On the other side, studies

comparing these objective metrics with conducted subjective

perception data from participants.

First, we like to look at the research investigating objective

psychoacoustic parameters as sole measures for acoustic

perception. Fang and Zhang (2014) analyzed the

psychoacoustic parameters of loudness and sharpness in

e-powertrain noise measurements from a test bench. Though

the loudness increased with speed rise and sharpness was found

to be unevenly distributed, they concluded the e-powertrain

noise to be comfortable in terms of subjective perception

(Fang & Zhang, 2014). Sarrazin et al. (2014) also investigated

e-powertrain noise, specifically a 12/8 switched reluctance motor

(SR), and evaluated parameters such as loudness, tonality,

sharpness, and prominence ratio. Main findings show that the

torque level had a rather big effect on tonality, loudness, but a

smaller effect on sharpness, while the prominence ratio can serve

as a detection tool for the various stator mode shapes (Sarrazin

et al., 2014). Devillers et al. (2020) investigated on often as

unpleasant perceived switching noise caused by the EV’s

power electronics, also known as Pulse Width Modulation

(PWM), which can vary in its switching frequency from

250 Hz to 20 kHz. In their analysis, they considered a couple

of psychoacoustic parameters, which are assumed to cause

unpleasantness in human perception. This potentially

annoying nature of PWM is reflected in their findings of high

prominence ratio and tonality values, as well as a strong

roughness (Devillers et al., 2020). Moreover, they assume the

lack of masking from wind and tire noise at lower driving speeds

led to a predominance in the perception of switching noise. Due

to its steady character, it lacks informational feedback about

driving speed (Devillers et al., 2020). The main conclusion of

Devillers et al. (2020) was that switching noise issues are worth

considering in an early development stage as it can improve a

vehicle’s NVH profile while reducing costs. Le Besnerais et al.

(2018) also calculated psychoacoustic metrics – in this case,

loudness (ISO532B), sharpness, and roughness – for isolated

PWM samples at 5 kHz, 6 kHz, 7 kHz, 8 kHz, 9 kHz, and 10 kHz.

Data showed that the higher the switching frequency was, the

lower values resulted for roughness and loudness, suggesting the

switching frequency has an impact on human hearing, though Le

Besnerais et al. (2018) suggested further jury tests to determine a

threshold level referring to the subjective acceptance for these

metrics. Lennström and Nykänen (2015) specifically investigated

the distribution of tonal components in EV noise and analyzed

the number of prominent orders, their maximum levels, and

frequency separation. Along these lines, they compared the

tonality measures tone-to-noise ratio (TNR) and prominence

ratio (PR). They recommend using TNR before PR when

analyzing EV noise measurements with multiple closely

related orders (Lennström & Nykänen, 2015). Stadtfeld (2021)

investigated higher transmission input in electrified powertrains

leading to pitch noise, generally higher frequencies and noise

events even higher than the third mesh harmonic, which is

beyond the audible threshold of human hearing. Stadtfeld

(2021) cautions against the false conclusion that such

frequencies are irrelevant to customer perception as

conventional criteria such as frequencies below and above the

third mesh harmonic or structure-borne frequencies still apply in

further transmission stages of the EV. Specific configurational

changes might therefore even facilitate changing previously

annoying NVH characteristics to be perceived as a smoother,

more unobtrusive noise (Stadtfeld, 2021). As former ICEV-

related sound quality targets might not be applicable to the

NVH criteria of EVs that are characterized with unusual

narrow bands and a higher frequency spectrum, Mosquera-

Sánchez et al. (2015) investigated on the complex interrelation

between the psychoacoustic metrics of loudness, roughness and,

sharpness as well as their cross effects. They concluded loudness

as a single parameter to be insufficient and that further metrics

need to be complemented to create a sound quality metric, which

is suitable to analyze time-frequency patterns – for example, a

loudness reduction may lead to an increase in roughness and

sharpness – as well as to account for the metric’s case dependency

for the specific product (Mosquera-Sánchez et al., 2015). In

another study, Mosquera-Sánchez et al. (2018) investigated

the sound quality specifically of hybrid electric vehicles

(HEVs). They provided a framework for sound quality

enhancement based on the psychoacoustic metrics of

loudness, roughness, sharpness, and tonality. After acoustic

measurements from HEVs’ passenger compartments were

analyzed with the mentioned metrics, enhancement strategies

were applied to actively control the sound quality and implement

targets in real-time, and finally, the controlled sounds were again

analyzed with the objective parameters to verify the applied

measures (Mosquera-Sánchez et al., 2018). Qian et al. (2021)

developed a sound quality synthesis model for EVs, which

considers air- and structure-borne noise sources, as it is based

on transfer path analysis (TPA) and transfer path synthesis

(TPS). The synthesized and measured interior noise examples

were compared in the psychoacoustic metrics of loudness,

sharpness, and roughness. As the stimuli only differed by 7%

in the analyses, Qian et al. (2021) concluded their model to

reflect psychoacoustic physical characteristics of in-vehicle

noise and the applied sound quality separation method to be

an effective technique for sound design realization offering a
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technical basis for the evaluation and development of EV

acoustics.

The second group of investigations in this cluster sums up

research that analyzed psychoacoustic metrics and compared it

with subjective perception data conducted in participant

studies. Sarrazin et al. (2012) developed a sound synthesis

tool for hybrid and electric vehicles and validated it with data

from N = 29 NVH experts by letting them compare the

synthesized sounds to original recordings in a subjective

listening test. Therein participants were asked about the

equivalence of the stimuli by evaluating categories of

difference and similarity (Sarrazin et al., 2012).

Furthermore, they analyzed the objective sound quality and

psychoacoustic metrics of Stevens VII loudness, loudness

ISO532A and B, fluctuation strength, roughness, pitch,

tone-to-noise ratio (TNR), prominence ratio (PR), and

sharpness (Sarrazin et al., 2012). As most stimuli were rated

as identical, similar, or slightly different in the jury test and

good overlaps in the analysis of the objective parameters were

found, Sarrazin et al. (2012) concluded their product-specific

sound synthesis tool to yield satisfying results. Bassett et al.

(2014) investigated the tonal noise of EVs across a wide

frequency band, the noise level as well as TNR, Stevens VI

loudness, as well as tonality. They compared these metrics to

subjective ratings of annoyance and the overall level of high-

frequency noise in eight sound stimuli. The highest correlation

with the subjective perception data was found for Stevens VI

loudness: it considers the loudness of each octave band. It

combines these partial loudness shares instead of being

dominated by broadband masking noise or the most

prominent tone in the signal as in other metrics (Bassett

et al., 2014). Moreover, Bassett et al. (2014) found the

metrics of PR and TNR to be good indicators to

differentiate between tones but do not seem to be good

predictors of perceived annoyance, as they did not align

with the subjective ratings in their study. Ma et al. (2019)

searched for an optimization method for permanent magnet

synchronous motors (PMSM) using sensitive critical band

(SCB) analysis. As objective parameters, they considered

loudness, articulation index, tonality, roughness, fluctuation

strength, sharpness, and the A-weighted SPL, which were all

different depending on load torque and rotational speed (Ma

et al., 2019). In a consequential study for the subjective

evaluation of the PMSM noise samples, they had N =

22 participants rate the annoyance on a scale from 1 to 20

(the higher the value, the more annoying), representing five

levels of annoyance (Ma et al., 2019). Their results show that

with the same load torque, the annoyance gradually increased

with rotational speed, while at a constant speed, the annoyance

rose with load torque. The maximum annoyance was found in

the operating condition of 5,800 rpm/100 Nxm (Ma et al.,

2019). Through their method, Ma et al. (2019) were able to

apply critical band pass filters, which could then be conducive

to improving the sound quality of PMSM. Fang et al. (2015)1,

established an objective evaluation parameter termed sensitive

frequency-band energy ratio (SFBER) that correlated highly

(0.958) with the subjectively evaluated annoyance, indicating

to be of a better fit than other psychoacoustic parameters. The

study by Pietila et al. (2019) supports a frequency dependence

in the perception of annoyance by tones in the context of EV

noise. A frequency-dependent annoyance curve was developed

since common psychoacoustic metrics for tonality, such as

TNR, hearing model tonality, and PR, focus on the

quantification of tonal levels and detect their audibility in

the presence of masking but do not intend to represent a

function for perceived tonal annoyance (Pietila et al., 2019). To

gain a better understanding of customers’ preferences in terms

of EV tonality, N = 10 participants evaluated a total of eight EV

drive-away sounds in moderate acceleration and significantly

different frequency ranges in a paired comparison task (Pietila

et al., 2019). The level of the stimuli got adjusted until

perceived as equally annoying, whereby the built annoyance

curve of Pietila et al. (2019) showed lower frequencies to be

preferable and higher frequencies to be preferable the least,

indicating a frequency dependence aspect to tonal annoyance.

Doleschal et al. (2021) as well investigated tonal components of

e-powertrain noise as they have the potential to diminish

perceived pleasantness and, therefore, the acceptance of

electrified driving systems. For the experiment, synthesized

stimuli were systematically varied in their SPL and number of

tonal components and then evaluated by N = 16 normal-

hearing participants regarding the perceived magnitude of

tonal components (MOTC) of the digitally generated sound

samples (Doleschal et al., 2021). Doleschal et al. (2021) found

the following parameters to have an influence on the perceived

MOTC in their study: driving condition, the level of the 24th

motor order, the presence of the 48th order, or structural

resonances modeled as amplitude modulation. Moreover,

psychoacoustic models and their ability to predict changes

in perceived MOTC are referenced (Doleschal et al., 2021).

Drichel et al. (2021) suggested an efficient prediction model for

EV-NVH behavior and investigated the influence of its model

fidelity level on the predictive quality of the perceived

drivetrain-related airborne noise while considering human

perception. The model development itself included the

analyses of the psychoacoustic metrics loudness, sharpness,

tonality, roughness, and psychoacoustic annoyance, which led

Drichel et al. (2021) to the following observations: additional

sidebands and friction-related excitations made the stimuli

sound less tonal; more broad-band noise led to higher

1 Please note that these findings are conducted from the article’s English
abstract only, whereas the article of Fang et al. (2015) itself was written
in Chinese and not available to us in English language in an authorized
version.
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roughness; noise components in higher frequency ranges led to

higher sharpness scores as the simulation might have

underestimated the SPL in these ranges. For the validation

of the model N = 30 participants were asked to evaluate

multiple noise stimuli concerning a reference in regards to

their similarity (from 0 = completely dissimilar to 100 =

absolutely identical) in a MUSHRA test (Multi-Stimulus

Test with Hidden Reference and Anchor) (Drichel et al.,

2021). Table 1 gives an overview of the summarized

literature assigned to this cluster and its analyzed

parameters: a total of 16 articles, seven of them also

including a comparison with subjective data.

Cluster B: computational prediction
models

In the following section we sum up research on

computational prediction models for different NVH

characteristics of EVs. Most articles utilized objective

parameters as input variables for their prediction models,

some furthermore considered subjective data for validation.

All research discussed in this cluster applies techniques and

approaches from the fields of computational science and

artificial intelligence.

As the NVH profile of EVs and ICEVs differ substantially

and subjective jury tests are time-consuming and labor-intensive,

many researchers look out for a more efficient way to assess

sound perception and thereby predict perceived sound quality.

For instance, Mosquera-Sánchez et al. (2014) followed the

approach of applying multi-objective algorithms to the sound

quality optimization problem. To account for the elementary

changes in electrically powered vehicles with more harmonic and

tonal components, not only the parameter of loudness was

considered, but also roughness, sharpness, and tonality were

included in their models (Mosquera-Sánchez et al., 2014). In

another study, Mosquera-Sánchez et al. (2016) tested active

sound quality control algorithms to improve the sound quality

of e-powertrain-induced noises, specifically in HEVs. Again, the

sound quality metrics of loudness, roughness, sharpness, and

tonality were included in the algorithms, which then reduced the

disturbances and therefore were assumed to enhance the overall

sound quality of the radiated noises (Mosquera-Sánchez et al.,

2016).

The following contributions additionally considered subjective

data for the validation of computed models. Fang et al. (2016)2,

correlated psychoacoustic metrics of loudness, sharpness, roughness,

fluctuation, and articulation index with subjective evaluation ratings

of radiated e-powertrain noise. They established a predicting model

for the sound quality of e-powertrains based on particle swarm

optimization (PSO) and support vectormachines (SVM) with higher

prediction accuracy than models based on genetic algorithm (GA)

methods and grid searchmethods (Fang et al., 2016).Moreover, their

results indicate that subjective sensation could be reflected by

sensitive frequency band energy ratio (SFBER) (Fang et al., 2016).

Ma et al. (2016) developed an evaluation method for the sound

quality of hub permanentmagnet synchronousmotors (HPMSM) in

EVs by applying backpropagation (BP) neural network theory. First,

they objectively evaluated the noise of HPMSM via (psycho-)acoustic

metrics, including loudness, roughness, A-weighted SPL, tonality,

sharpness, articulation index, and fluctuation strength, which they

took as input variables for the BP neural network (Ma et al., 2016).

Then they had N = 24 participants evaluate the stimuli subjectively

regarding perceived annoyance through the grade evaluationmethod

(GEM) and compared this data with the output of the BP neural

network (Ma et al., 2016). In comparison, the evaluation of HPMSM

noise by solely an A-weighted SPL appeared to be insufficient,

possibly leading to false conclusions, whereas the established BP

neural network reflected the physical characteristics of the noise and

its influence on the human perception better with an error rate of

only 3.97% (Ma et al., 2016). In another investigation, Ma et al.,

2017b) again utilized BP neural network theory to develop a method

to diagnose abnormal noise in interior permanent magnet

synchronous motor (IPMSM) and evaluated its sound quality.

The objective evaluation of IPMSM noise included the metrics of

sharpness, roughness, loudness, articulation index, tonality,

fluctuation strength and A-weighted SPL, which were then

compared to the subjective evaluations of N = 24 participants that

rated relative and absolute annoyance in a listening test by paired

comparison method (PCM) and grade evaluation method (GEM)

(Ma et al., 2017b). Instead of the A-weighted SPL, Ma et al., 2017b

concluded sharpness to be the most influential factor in perceived

annoyance, and their method showed improved detection accuracy

for abnormal noise in IPMSM without needing a lot evaluation

expertise. Fang and Zhang (2017a) objectively analyzed spectral

frequencies, engine orders, and noise sources of e-powertrains and

also followed up with a subjective evaluation of sound quality in

terms of perceived annoyance. A sample of N = 21 participants

evaluated measurements of ICEVs and EVs in a listening test, in

which the ratings for the ICEV stimuli were found to be more

consistent, presumably since these noises weremore familiar (Fang&

Zhang, 2017a). The psychoacoustic parameters of loudness,

sharpness, fluctuation strength, roughness, sensitivity index, and

articulation index were then analyzed and correlated with the

subjective data, where very strong correlations for the metrics of

sensitivity index (0.946) and sharpness (0.838) were found in regards

of perceived annoyance (Fang & Zhang, 2017a). Finally, Fang and

Zhang (2017a) established a sound quality prediction model through

Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms, which showed to be

effective in predicting the sound quality of e-powertrain noise with a

2 Please note that these findings are conducted from the article’s English
abstract only, whereas the article of Fang et al. (2016) itself was written
in Chinese and not available to us in English language in an authorized
version.
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TABLE 1 Overview of the summarized literature of Cluster A.

Source NVH topic Objective parameters Subjective evaluation Conclusions

Sarrazin et al. (2012) Sound synthesis tool for EV
and HEV

Stevens VII loudness, loudness
ISO532A and B, pitch, TNR,
roughness, PR, tonality,
sharpness

Jury test for equivalence (N = 29) Validation of product-specific sound
synthesis tool

Bassett et al. (2014) Tonal high-frequency noise
components of EVs

SPL A-weighted, loudness,
Stevens VI loudness,
articulation index, PR,
sharpness, TNR, tonality

Expert sample (N = N.A.);
acceptance of high-frequency
tonal noise (10-point Likert scale)

Highest correlation with subjective
ratings: Stevens VI loudness; TNR
and PR good indicators to show the
difference between tones, but do not
align with subjective perception

Fang & Zhang, (2014) Electric powertrain noise Loudness, sharpness — Loudness rising with speed;
sharpness unevenly distributed;
conclude noise to be perceived as
comfortable

Sarrazin et al. (2014) Noise of 12/8 switched reluctance
motor

Loudness, tonality,
sharpness, PR

— Large effect of torque level on tonality
and loudness, smaller effect on
sharpness; PR as detection tool of
various stator motor shapes
applicable

Fang et al. (2015) EV noise Sensitive frequency-band
energy ratio (SFBER)

Subjective annoyance (N = NA) SFBER higher correlation with
annoyance (0.958) than other
psychoacoustic metrics, indicating to
be a better predictor for SQ

Lennström &
Nykänen, (2015)

Distribution of tonal components in
EV and HEV

Prominent orders (maximum
level, frequency separation),
TNR, PR

— TNR recommended before PR in case
of multiple closely related orders

Mosquera-Sánchez
et al. (2015)

Interrelation between
psychoacoustic metrics and their
cross effects in typical EV noise

Loudness, roughness,
sharpness

— Loudness as single parameter is
insufficient to determine sound
quality, multi-objective approach
needed; sound quality is case and
product dependent

Le Besnerais et al.
(2018)

Electric powertrain noise: isolated
samples of pulse width modulation
(PWM) at 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 kHz

Loudness ISO532B, sharpness,
roughness

— Switching frequency with impact on
sound perception: the higher the
switching frequency, the lower the
parameter values for roughness and
loudness; recommend further jury
tests to determine acceptance levels

Mosquera-Sánchez
et al. (2018)

HEV interior noise Loudness, roughness,
sharpness, tonality

— Framework to enhance sound quality
in HEV experimentally verified

Ma et al. (2019) Influence of critical bands in
permanent magnet synchronous
motors (PMSM) on sound quality
(perceived annoyance)

loudness, articulation index,
tonality, roughness,
A-weighted SPL, fluctuation
strength, sharpness

Subjective annoyance via rating
scale method (N = 22)

Present SCB (sensitive critical band)
diagnostic method for SQ in PMSM;
identified CBs with negative
influence on SQ; analyzed different
psychoacoustic metrics

Pietila et al. (2019) Tonal frequencies in EV noise TNR, PR, hearing model
tonality (HMT)

Binaural pairwise comparison
(N = 10)

Development of tonal annoyance
weighting curve; show frequency-
dependent aspect to tonal annoyance;
lower frequencies preferable, higher
frequency content as least preferable

Devillers et al. (2020) Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
noise

Tonality, PR, roughness — Switching frequency as important
developmental consideration as it can
reduce costs and improve xEV NVH
characteristics

Doleschal et al. (2021) Tonal components in synthesized
e-powertrain noise

Tonality measures, perceived
magnitude of tonal
components (MOTC)

Evaluation via mechanical slider
(N = 16)

Perceived MOTC significantly
influenced by driving condition, level
of 24th motor order, presence of 48th
motor order, and presence of
structural resonances modeled as an
amplitude modulation; effect due to
amplitude modulation presumably
due to increased level of tonal

(Continued on following page)
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relative error of only 2%. In another study, Fang and Zhang (2017b)

had N = 30 participants evaluate the noise of PWM-fed electric

powertrains in regards to their perceived annoyance, but this time

established a predictionmodel for sound quality via a Support Vector

Regression (SVR). The objective parameters of loudness, roughness,

fluctuation strength, tonality, sensitivity index, and sharpness were

analyzed, resulting in the two latter, again, showing the strongest

correlations (0.917 and 0.842) with the subjective data (Fang &

Zhang, 2017b). Moreover, results showed higher annoyance scores

with increasing speed and high frequencies and high harmonic order

components were perceived as annoying despite having a lower SPL

(Fang & Zhang, 2017b). Qian et al. (2020) established a model for

sound quality estimation based on a genetic algorithm-optimized

back propagation artificial neural network (GA-BP ANN) and

compared it to often used multiple linear regression (MLR)

models. They criticize models based on MLR fail to map complex

coherences between objective parameters and subjective perception,

as well as often lack accuracy, which is why they see it as necessary to

establish more accurate nonlinear models (Qian et al., 2020). Qian

et al. (2020) had N = 32 participants evaluate different binaural EV

measurements in a semi-anechoic chamber, asked to rate the

perceived pleasantness of the stimuli on a scale from 1 to 11 via

the grading method. Objective sound quality parameters such as

loudness, sharpness, roughness, fluctuation strength, tonality,

articulation index, and A-weighted SPL were evaluated and then

correlated with the subjective rating data (Qian et al., 2020). Qian

et al. (2020) found the used metrics and the subjective data to be

correlated by 0.7 and higher, except for tonality with a much lower

correlation coefficient. Overall, the GA-BP ANN model seems to

offer advantages in terms of generalization and precision with higher

accuracy. It showed a lower average percentage error than the MLR

model (5.81 and 8.14%, respectively) for predicting subjective sound

quality estimation (Qian et al., 2020). Following a similar approach,

Qian and Hou (2021) established a sound quality evaluation model

for the interior soundscape of electrified vehicles by utilizing

intelligent algorithms and artificial neural network techniques of

simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA) to further

optimize the backpropagation neural network (BPNN) model.

Binaural recordings of EV interior noise from different brands

and models were analyzed regarding the objective parameters of

TABLE 1 (Continued) Overview of the summarized literature of Cluster A.

Source NVH topic Objective parameters Subjective evaluation Conclusions

component; measures of pure
tonality and ECMA-47 standard
predict changes in perceived MOTC
for level variations in 24th motor
order, presence of 48th motor order,
modulation frequency and
modulation index

Drichel et al. (2021) EV NVH Loudness, sharpness,
roughness, tonality,
psychoacoustic annoyance

MUSHRA test for similarity
evaluation of reference e-PT
noise measurements and noise
simulations (N = 30)

Suggested prediction model for NVH
behavior in EVs found to be efficient
after comparison to human
perception; additional sidebands and
friction related excitations led to less
tonality in simulations; additional
broad-band noise leads to higher
roughness; high-frequency noise
components led to higher sharpness
as simulation underestimates SPL in
higher frequency ranges

Qian et al. (2021) Sound quality prediction model for
EVs based on transfer function path
techniques considering air- and
structure-borne noises

Loudness, sharpness,
roughness

— Separation method over transfer
paths as effective technique to realize
sound design for EVs; provides
technical basis for Sound quality
improvement; validation by
comparison of synthesized and
measured interior noise samples in
the objective metrics

Stadtfeld, (2021) High frequencies and pitch noise in
eDrives; transmission noise

FFT analyses, harmonic
meshes

— Though some NVH phenomena are
non-audible phenomena above and
below 3rd mesh harmonic and
structure-borne frequencies still need
to be considered; configurational
changes might even benefit NVH
perception

Note. Sources without information in the column Sample Size belong to the first group of Cluster Awhich considers objective psychoacoustic metrics as the sole perception indicator.We do

not claim the tabular summary to be complete. For further information on the specifications of parameters and methods, we would like to refer to the respective source articles.
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A-weighted SPL, loudness, roughness, sharpness, fluctuation

strength, articulation index, impulsiveness, and tonality (Qian &

Hou, 2021). Subjective evaluation data was gathered from N =

36 participants that evaluated the sound quality of the noise

samples played over headphones in random order in a laboratory

setting in an anechoic chamber through paired comparison method

(PCM) and rating scale method (RSM) (Qian & Hou, 2021). The

derived SAGA-BPNNmodel for sound quality evaluation attained a

high prediction accuracy, a low estimation error below 5% for

estimated and actual scores, high correlation coefficients, and

good generalization ability to forecast the sound quality of EVs

(Qian & Hou, 2021). A weighted analysis showed that A-weighted

SPL, loudness, sharpness, and roughness were important factors

influencing perceived sound quality, sharpness even scoring the

highest weighting of 32.62%, presumably due to high-frequency

electromagnetic noise in EVs’ NVH profiles (Qian & Hou, 2021).

Huang et al. (2021) criticized thatmost investigations in the field have

been done on the interior noise of ICEVs with only limited validity

for EV acoustics, and though there have been attempts to apply

intelligent methods for sound quality prediction, these studies often

only considered stationary noise, not applicable to dynamic use cases.

Following up on these shortcomings, Huang et al. (2021) applied

intelligent prediction methods and based their sound quality

prediction model on tacho-tracking psychoacoustic metrics and

deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) with adaptable

learning rate trees (ALRT). Nonstationary noise of pure electric

vehicles (PEVs) was recorded in use cases of normal and rapid

acceleration as well as normal braking (Huang et al., 2021). N =

20 participants then evaluated these stimuli over high-fidelity

headphones with the grade ranking method (scaled from 1 to 7)

and tacho-tracking psychoacoustic indices of loudness, roughness,

fluctuation strength, sharpness, articulation index, and tonality were

analyzed (Huang et al., 2021). In comparison to other conventional

methods that aim to quantify the contributions of different prediction

metrics, the ALRT-CNN model, which combined subjective and

objective data, showed an overperforming effectiveness (Huang et al.,

2021). For further optimization, Huang et al. (2021) recommended to

focus on the variety of sharpness, roughness, and loudness. For their

investigations on the sound quality of power coupling mechanism

noise in HEV, Lu et al. (2021) combined the methods of

complementary ensemble empirical mode decomposition

(CEEMD) and Hilbert transform (HT), as well as relevance vector

machines (RVM) to acquire a sound quality prediction model.

Psychoacoustic parameters of tonality, fluctuation, loudness,

roughness, and sharpness served as input variables for the RVM

model (Lu et al., 2021). To proof the model’s predictive capability,

acoustical signals of the HEV power coupling mechanism under

steady- and unsteady state operating conditions were presented in a

laboratory environment over loudspeaker array to a sample of N =

30 participants that evaluated these stimuli through pairwise

comparison in regards of perceived annoyance (Lu et al., 2021).

Lu et al. (2021) concluded their CEEMD-HTmodel to have a higher

predictive accuracy than the RVM-psychoacoustics model in terms

of reflecting perceived sound quality and the prediction accuracy for

steady operational conditions to be higher than for the unsteady state

samples. Huang et al. (2022) focused specifically on tire/road

structure-borne (TRS) noise that becomes apparent due to the

EV’s muted nature and presented a novel method to tackle

uncertainty optimization problems with the approach of improved

interval analysis method (IIAM). Parameters like suspension shock

absorber damping and spring stiffness were identified to contribute to

the perceived sound quality of TRS, high correlations with the

subjective data were found for loudness, roughness, and

articulation index and the IIAM proved to outperform

conventional approaches for SQ optimization like genetic

algorithm (GA) models in a real-vehicle test (Huang et al., 2022).

The described literature is summed up in Table 2.

Cluster C: subjective assessment and
experimental studies

In this third cluster, we sum up research that investigated the

perception of the EV’s interior soundscape following a human-

centered approach collecting subjective evaluation data from

participants with methods, aside from mere objective metrics,

such as qualitative assessments and/or experimental study

designs.

Sound quality assessment
Matuszewski and Parizet (2016) examined the validity of

commonly used metrics for assessing sound quality in ICEVs in

the context of EV interior noise in full-throttle acceleration

mode. N = 19 participants evaluated recordings regarding

perceived unpleasantness using two methods: pairwise

comparison (12 stimuli, 66 pairs) and absolute evaluation

using a slider bar that indicated five different states of

unpleasantness (36 stimuli) (Matuszewski & Parizet, 2016).

Matuszewski and Parizet (2016) found the conventional

psychoacoustic metrics to be partially applicable as the

A-weighted SPL remained an important predictor for

perceived unpleasantness. However, metrics like PR should be

endorsed due to the mid to high-frequency components in EV

noise. Fang et al. (2018) focused the influence of acoustic

harmonics in e-powertrain noise on the EV’s sound quality,

subjective perception, and psychoacoustic measures. Stimuli

were recorded in an anechoic chamber with an artificial head

and then played back via headphones toN = 30 participants to be

rated in terms of annoyance on a 10-point scale from very

comfortable to very annoying (Fang et al., 2018). Fang et al.

(2018) then fed the subject and objective data from a

psychoacoustic analysis of the parameters loudness,

fluctuation strength, roughness, sharpness, tonality, and

sensitiveness into a Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm

to establish a sound quality prediction model. Fang et al. (2018)

found high associations with the subjective perception ratings for
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TABLE 2 Overview of the summarized literature of Cluster B.

Source Objectives and
parameters

Method Subjective evaluation Conclusions

Mosquera-Sánchez
et al. (2014)

Multi-objective sound quality
optimization of e-PT noise in
HEV; loudness, roughness,
sharpness, tonality

Multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms; SPEA2 (strength Pareto
evolutionary algorithm) + NSGA-II
(non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm + SF-cFxLMS (simplified
form, complex-filtered-reference,
least mean squares) algorithm

— Active sound quality control model
is implemented, accounting for
changed sound profile in e-drive
mode of HEV with typical
harmonic and tonal components

Fang et al. (2016) Sound Quality Prediction of
e-powertrain noise; loudness,
sharpness, roughness, fluctuation,
articulation index

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
+ Support Vector Machine (SVM)

N.A. Superior prediction accuracy of
PSO-SVM model compared to
models built out of a genetic
algorithm and grid search
methods; subjective data can be
reflected with sensitive frequency
band energy ratio (SFBER)
parameters as the correlation
coefficient is 0.946; absolute value
and maximum value of the relative
error are 2 and 6.7%

Ma et al. (2016) Sound quality evaluation method
for EVs with hub permanent
synchronous motor (HPMSM);
loudness, roughness, sharpness,
tonality, articulation index,
fluctuation strength,
A-weighted SPL

Backpropagation neural network
(BP-NN) theory

Listening test (N = 24); evaluation
of annoyance with grade
evaluation method (GEM)

Evaluation of HPMSM noise
though only A-weighted SPL
appears to be insufficient;
established BP neural network
models, physical noise
characteristics and their influence
on human perception better with
an error rate of only 3.97%

Mosquera-Sánchez
et al. (2016)

Active sound quality control of
e-PT noise in HEV; loudness,
roughness, sharpness, tonality

Multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms; SPEA2 (strength Pareto
evolutionary algorithm) + NSGA-II
(non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm + NEX-LMS (normalized
reference, least mean squares)
algorithm + SF-cFxLMS (simplified
form, complex-filtered-reference,
least mean squares) algorithm

— Active sound quality control
algorithms to enhance the sound
quality of HEV by reducing
disturbing powertrain-induced
noises

Fang & Zhang,
(2017a)

Sound quality (annoyance) and
psychoacoustic metrics in e-PT
and ICEV noise

Support Vector Machines (SVM) Listening test (N = 21) in a
laboratory; 10-point rating scale

Established effective sound quality
prediction model through Support
Vector Machine (SVM) method
with a relative prediction error of
only 2%; highest correlations with
subjective data between the
parameters of sensitivity index (r =
0.946) and sharpness (r = 0.838)

Fang & Zhang,
(2017b)

Sound quality (annoyance) and
psychoacoustic metrics in e-PT
noise

Support Vector Regression (SVR) Listening test (N = 30) in a
laboratory; 10-point rating scale

Sound quality prediction model is
established through Support
Vector Regression (SVR); highest
correlations with subjective data
for sensitivity index (r = 0.917) and
sharpness (r = 0.842); higher
perceived annoyance with
increasing speed; despite lower SPL
high frequencies and high
harmonic order components
perceived as more annoying

Ma et al. (2017b) Sound quality evaluation method
for EVs with interior permanent
magnet synchronous motor
(IPMSM); sharpness, roughness,
loudness, articulation index,
tonality, fluctuation strength

Backpropagation neural network
(BP-NN) theory

Listening test (N = 24); absolute
and relative annoyance evaluated
through paired comparison
(PCM) and grade evaluation
method (GEM)

Sharpness as most influential
factor on subjective annoyance in
IPMSM noise instead of
A-weighted SPL; improved
accuracy of abnormal noise
detection in IPMSM noise

(Continued on following page)
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the parameters of sharpness and sensitivity, which seem to

represent the characteristic high-frequency components of EV

noise, ranging from the 20th to the 23rd 1/3 octave bands, to

which the human hearing apparatus is especially prone. In an

experiment, Lennström et al. (2019) specifically aimed to

evaluate the coherences between the psychoacoustic metric of

tonality and perceived pleasantness of the interior EV

soundscape focusing on tonal components between 200 and

900 Hz. Binaural recordings of EV interior cabin noise from

test track measurements were presented in varying sound levels

to N = 20 participants, who were asked to rate the stimuli’s

pleasantness on an 11-point scale from very unpleasant to very

pleasant (Lennström et al., 2019). Ratings for low-frequency

tones (200–400 Hz) turned out to be relatively constant,

suggesting to be perceived not as disturbing independent of

their sound level, whereas for high-frequency tones

(600–900 Hz) the perceived pleasantness varied dependent on

the SPL – the louder the tone, the less pleasant (Lennström et al.,

2019). Beyond that, the detection rate for 200 Hz stimuli was

found to be very low, independent of SPL, and increased in the

frequency ranges of the 400 Hz stimuli and 600–900 Hz,

respectively (Lennström et al., 2019). Lennström et al. (2019)

moreover assumed more sensitive participants to be influenced

stronger in their pleasantness rating, as a cluster analysis showed

a group of participants to have a higher detectability performance

and finding tones in the range of 600–900 Hz to be increasingly

unpleasant with rising level, whereas a second group of

participants generally rated lower on pleasantness independent

of sound level and frequency. The subjective data was then

compared to tonality values of different established metrics

such as PR, DIN Tonality 45681, ECMA-74 Tonality, and

ECMA-74 Tonality modified. Though all metrics

demonstrated an accuracy of 80% and higher regarding tone

detectability, no metric appeared to predict perceived

pleasantness: the only significant correlation with pleasantness

was found for ECMA-74 Tonality (r = −0.67). In an analysis

excluding the seemingly undetectable 200 Hz stimuli, leaving the

frequencies from 400 to 900 Hz, all correlation coefficients

increased to 0.70 or higher (Lennström et al., 2019). The

findings demonstrate that the discussed metrics could not

model the sensation of pleasantness, as they merely aim to

model tonality (Lennström et al., 2019).

Focus on specific disturbing NVH sources
Andersson et al. (2016) investigated magnetic noise from

electrical machines in rear-wheel drive (RWD) EVs and

evaluated the consequences on the perceived sound quality of

the resulting noise when using different modulation techniques

as well as applying different levels of switching frequency

randomization. Six sound files, resulting from the

combination of each modulation strategy and randomization

level, were evaluated byN = 18 participants regarding their sound

quality in terms of annoyance through theMUSHRA test method

(Andersson et al., 2016). Results show that with space vector

modulation, the randomization of the switching frequency did

not seem to improve the sound quality (Andersson et al., 2016).

For the first three speed segments, the perceived annoyance was

higher for discontinuous pulse width modulation (DPWM), but

until the field weakens, the randomized switching frequency

affected the sound quality positively for DPWM stimuli

(Andersson et al., 2016). Moreover, Andersson et al. (2016)

found psychoacoustic metrics, such as different loudness

metrics, the overall SPL and sharpness to have the greatest

impact on perceived annoyance and tonality to be preferred

as metric for tonal exposure, since the utilized variation

parameters could easily bias PR and TNR. Münder and

Carbon (2022) investigated the importance of e-powertrains

noise to the perceived quality of EVs overall. Utilizing the

TABLE 2 (Continued) Overview of the summarized literature of Cluster B.

Source Objectives and
parameters

Method Subjective evaluation Conclusions

Qian et al. (2020) Sound quality estimation in EVs;
loudness, sharpness, roughness,
fluctuation strength, tonality,
articulation index,
A-weighted SPL

Genetic algorithm-optimized
backpropagation artificial network
(GA-BP ANN) + comparison to
multiple linear regression (MLR)
model

Listening test (N = 32) in a semi-
anechoic chamber; evaluation of
pleasantness on an 11-point scale
via grade evaluation
method (GEM)

Objective metrics correlate with
subjective data by ρ = 0.70 and
higher (except tonality, which has a
lower coefficient); GA-BP ANN
offers advantages regarding
generalization + precision: lower
average percentage error (5.81%
compared to 8.14% of MLR) in
sound quality prediction

Note.We do not claim the tabular summary to be complete. For further information on the specifications of the mentioned parameters and methods, we would like to refer to the respective

source articles. N.A. in the column Subjective Evaluation means that we had no further information on the reported subjective evaluation; blank fields in this column mean no subjective

evaluation was considered.
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Repeated Evaluation Technique (RET; Carbon and Leder, 2005),

N = 65 participants evaluated ambisonic 3D measurements of

different EVs recorded in four different use case scenarios

presented to them in a sophisticated acoustic simulator

(Münder & Carbon, 2022). It showed that the more

perceivable the e-powertrain noise, the lower the perceived

quality overall as a significant negative correlation of

τ = −0.32 was found by Münder and Carbon (2022),

demonstrating that acoustic characteristics in EVs clearly

contribute to the overall perceived quality.

Operational feedback
Yamauchi and Feng (2014) stress the function of vehicle

noise to provide feedback about the vehicle’s condition and

status. The generally quieter soundscape of EVs might

complicate accessing information about the vehicles’ velocity

or acceleration rate for the driver. Mixtures of one-third-octave

band noises with controlled frequency shifting were utilized as

driving sound stimuli and evaluated their acceleration

impression in two subjective experiments – one in a

laboratory set-up and one in a driving simulator

environment–with the paired comparison method (Yamauchi

& Feng, 2014). In the first experiment in the laboratory

environment, participants evaluated the acceleration

impression to validate the harmonization of the audio and

visual impression of the stimuli (Yamauchi & Feng, 2014).

The results showed the stimuli with frequency shift to be

perceived as having greater acceleration, the 100 Hz

component to have a lesser effect on this impression than the

higher frequency bands, and a wider frequency shift to have a

stronger association with acceleration (Yamauchi & Feng, 2014).

The driving action itself, tested for in the second experiment in a

driving simulator within an interactive scenario, did not affect

the acceleration impression (Yamauchi & Feng, 2014). Küppers

(2015) also reports on the dilemma of EVs giving less load

feedback due to their natural quietness compared to ICEVs

and that it, if it occurs, is often perceived as disturbing or

unpleasant due to its high frequencies: the reduction of the

disturbing powertrain noise accordingly may lead to a lack of

informational and emotional feedback. In the study, synthesized

sounds were evaluated in three different environments – a

laboratory environment, a driving simulator, and a

demonstration vehicle (Küppers, 2015). In a first step,

Küppers (2015) validated the synthesized stimuli in the

laboratory studio set-up, as participants showed high

acceptance for the sound synthesis (27 out of N =

35 participants thought positively about the additional

sounds). Results from the driving simulator experiment

proved the sole wind roll noise to be accepted and perceived

as pleasant; although load feedback was wished for in the

comments, the genuine e-powertrain noise was rated as the

least pleasant and paradoxically perceived as the most

artificial sound (Küppers, 2015). Participants evaluated

different sound variants in the vehicle demonstrator: three

basic sounds, the sound turned off, and a self-configured

sound from within the sample variants they could self-create

by adding orthogonal sound parameters (for example, volume,

timbre, reaction to throttle pedal) (Küppers, 2015). When

participants freely configured the vehicle’s sound, only 14% of

the sample preferred a switched-off sound, whereas most

preferred the sound variants resembling combustion engines

(Küppers, 2015). An exploratory study by Lee et al. (2016)3,

showed that contextual information and quietness, taken as

independent variables, influenced the general user experience

of driving an EV. The interior driving sound influenced perceived

satisfaction, emotions, and usefulness.

Sound synthesis and enhancement strategies
A couple of studies compared the effect of different sound

design concepts for active driving sounds to enhance EVs

acoustically. Govindswamy and Eisele (2011) compared the NVH

characteristics of an EV with that of its conventional ICE-powered

production counterpart and evaluated its perceived pleasantness and

dynamic impression through subjective on-road driving tests and a

jury test in an audio laboratory set-up. Sounds were objectively

analyzed, and synthetically modified, and the applied sounds were

then evaluated: a reduction of tonal high-frequency noise shares was

found to improve pleasantness and preference ratings

(Govindswamy & Eisele, 2011). Though the ICEV was perceived

as more dynamic (and less pleasant), the mere addition of ICEV-

resembling noise shares to the EV – attempting to improve the

dynamic character or to mask unpleasant noise shares with a

synthetic admixed sound – worsened the pleasantness and

preference ratings, leading to the conclusion to consider sound

design needs for each vehicle type individually (Govindswamy &

Eisele, 2011). Gwak et al. (2014a)modified sound samples of real EV

measurements by adding subharmonics to the existing high-

frequency components, which otherwise were perceived as

annoying and reduced the dynamic impression of the vehicle.

They had N = 27 participants evaluate the sound samples

regarding preference and on a semantic differential. The

proposed sound modification method by Gwak et al. (2014a)

proved to be effective in enhancing the perception of the

vehicles’ interior soundscape: the level, number of tones, and

frequency should be chosen carefully and to create a more

dynamic sound impression, the tones should be under 600 Hz.

Moreover, different customer groups seemed to have different

preferences regarding EV sound enhancement strategies (Gwak

et al., 2014a). In another study, Gwak et al. (2014b) tested two

different soundmodification approaches against each other and had

3 Please note that these findings are conducted from the article’s English
abstract only, whereas the article of Lee et al. (2016) itself was written in
Korean and not available to us in English language in an authorized
version.
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N = 30 participants evaluate the specifically modified additive sound

samples in regards of their effect on the perceived intensity of

acceleration sensation, their sound image (multiple choice of

describing adjectives) and their overall preference. Both applied

soundmodificationmethods were found to be effective in increasing

the sensation of acceleration (Gwak et al., 2014b). While adding

subharmonics to the high-frequency components led to a large

loudness increment, the adjustment method of time gap improved

the acoustic feedback without such significant level increment

though attained only low preference ratings (Gwak et al., 2014b).

Sontacchi et al. (2015) investigated active sound generation for EVs

and down-sized ICEVs to improve their acoustic feedback and their

potential effect on driving behavior and experience overall. Though

many people preferred quiet vehicles a load-dependent loudness

seemed important for the interior sound acceptance, while the as

barely sporty described sound of electric engines could be improved

regarding their acceleration impression by pitch shifting (Sontacchi

et al., 2015). Samples of full-load run-ups were presented to the

participants which were asked to identify the most different sound

within a stimuli triplet and describe this difference semantically and

rate it on an attribute scale (Sontacchi et al., 2015). Sontacchi et al.

(2015) concluded that sound descriptions are biased by gender as

only male participants named positive energy-related terms, while

females focused on versatile descriptors. Additionally, they assumed

an increase in amplitude modulation and loudness to elicit

impressions of sportiness and acceleration, which could assist

drivability and improve the product experience overall (Sontacchi

et al., 2015). Sontacchi et al. (2015) advocate the active sound

enhancement of EV interior soundscape and a more conservative

approach in sound design strategy as they suggested ICEV-

resembling sound characteristics and maintaining traditional

manufacturer-specific sounds inspired by established experiences.

Maunder and Munday (2017) also see an opportunity to enhance

dynamics in the driving experience and benefit from positioning a

certain brand image in actively controlling the acoustic response

inside the EV’s cabin while aiming to maintain authenticity. In a

survey,Maunder andMunday (2017) conducted information ofN =

30 participants regarding the perceived acoustic feedback of EVs as

well as their agreement with certain statements for each of the

stimuli. In general, participants seemed to expect more conventional

vehicle sound and rumble noise as it is referenced as powerful or

sporty (Maunder & Munday, 2017). In contrast, similarities to

typical ICEV noise did not meet their expectations of indicating

an environmentally friendly character (Maunder & Munday, 2017).

Despite widespread opinions regarding the expectations for EV

sound, the authors were able to segment the sample into three

distinct groups: the largest group focused on the power aspect and

commented on a need for acoustic augmentation in the interior,

preferring conventional sound options; secondly, a group

recognizing the need for acoustic augmentation but refusing

ICEV-resembling sound and appreciating novel approaches; and

thirdly, a group of participants preferring the genuine EV interior

sound as most suitable, not recognizing a requirement for additional

sound augmentation (Maunder & Munday, 2017). Allman-Ward

et al. (2020) developed a pre-set of 18 EV interior sounds, which was

evaluated within the project team and of which eight sounds were

taken for the final assessment in a jury test. Participants were asked

to make a full ranking for preference of the eight stimuli, of which

then two final sounds were applied in a real vehicle testing scenario

allowing the participants to experience the sounds while driving

(Allman-Ward et al., 2020). Though one of the modified sound

concepts reached a common preference of 50% among the

participants, the most appropriate sound for a sporty EV was the

basic interior noise without any additional sound modifications,

picked as the best solution by 8% of the sample, indicating the

characteristic EV quietness to be appealing for customers as well

(Allman-Ward et al., 2020). By comparing subjective perception

data and objective metrics, Lanslots et al. (2020) investigated

different sound design concepts to emotionalize the acoustic

feedback and tackle the oft-cited problem of EVs lacking

operational feedback and not doing their great acceleration

justice. Designed sound concepts were applied to an EV and

then recorded through a binaural headset at the driver’s ears

positions in defined standard driving conditions of run-ups with

an acceleration rate of 13.9 m/s (equivalent to a run-up from 0 to

50 km/h) (Lanslots et al., 2020). Aiming to quantify subjective

perception criteria, psychoacoustic sound quality metrics were

analyzed and compared across all stimuli, recognizing differences

in loudness, sharpness, articulation index, tonality, prominence

ratio, but roughness staying relatively the same (Lanslots et al.,

2020). Finally, four sound concepts developed through granular

synthesis, order-based synthesis, and other modifications, specified

in Lanslots et al. (2020), were compared to the baseline sound with

paired comparisonmethod by an expert panel (N= 10) in a listening

test: the sound resembling a V8motor scored the highest preference,

followed by a sound resembling a pickup truck (Lanslots et al., 2020).

Although the preference for ICEV-resembling sound concepts

might have been influenced by the sample’s driving experience

(62.5% driving an ICEV, 25% a hybrid and 12.5% an EV), Lanslots

et al. (2020) recommended aiming for a balanced proportion of

powerful ICEV-resemblance and naturalistic EV sound depending

on the load condition. Valeri and Pietila (2020) as well investigated

EV sound enhancement as a method to improve NVH-related

customer experience by accentuating the natural quiet sound

character of EVs, while masking novel and annoying high-

frequency components as well as offering feedback on vehicle

performance. Differently enhanced sounds were recorded at the

driver’s ears positions in a full pedal drive-away scenario and

subsequently evaluated for preference in a paired comparison

task as well as on a semantic differential to describe the

experience (Valeri & Pietila, 2020). Valeri and Pietila (2020)

found the following results: a reduction of tones (compared to

baseline) led to a less sporty, exciting, or futuristic impression while

at the same time it promoted a more smooth, natural, luxurious,

effortless, pleasant, and harmonious impression; the addition of

order harmonics enhanced the impression of sportiness and
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excitement while it reduced perceived smoothness, effortlessness,

and the harmonious impression; a musical approach of sound

enhancement through additional tones with spectral spacing led

to a more futuristic, pleasant and harmonious impression, but was

perceived as less sporty, exciting and natural. Finally, the results from

the paired comparison indicated the diversity of customer

preferences and the ability of sound enhancement to impact the

product impression, as no sound is preferred overall and only

subgroups could be extracted: 25% liked the sound without any

modulation significantly better, and 17% preferred the modulation

resembling aV8motor (Valeri & Pietila, 2020).Melman et al. (2021)

compared the effects on the perceived sportiness of EVs through

measures of Modified Throttle Mapping (MTM) and Artificial

Engine Sound (AES) to a baseline condition and a high-

performant sports ICEV. The experiment followed a within-

participant design, where each of the N = 32 participants

evaluated the illusion of sportiness in different experimental trials

with different road environments and driving tasks, realized in a

fixed-base driving simulator with environmental scenery, visualized

car interior, and a digitally applied speedometer (Melman et al.,

2021). Each test trial was followed up by the assessment of perceived

task effort, vehicle impression, and a semantic differential to describe

the experience (Melman et al., 2021). AES proved to increase the

illusion of sportiness in EVs and improved the speed control

compared to baseline, whereas MTM did not significantly change

the perception and led to more fluctuating pedal movement

(Melman et al., 2021).

Special focus on semantics
Swart and Bekker (2014) investigated the subjective

evaluation of EV interior noise and the overall customer

satisfaction using a ranking method and a bi-polar semantic

differential. Recorded noise samples from an EV’s wide-open-

throttle acceleration (interior and under-hood noise), two

ICEV samples, and an artificially generated sound from a

modified EV noise sample were used as stimuli and

evaluated by N = 17 jurors in a laboratory test setting. The

results show that exterior sound samples were generally

perceived as louder and less pleasant compared to the

interior sound of ICEVs (Swart & Bekker, 2014). Although

semantics such as powerful, rumbling, and deepwere commonly

used to describe the EV sounds, the sporty ICEV sound was still

preferred, and the dimensions of power and sportiness seemed

to be expressed stronger (Swart & Bekker, 2014). In another

study, Swart et al. (2018) put a particular focus on the sound

character by investigating the descriptive dimensions and the

overall perceived sound quality of EVs. N = 31 participants

evaluated EV motor bay recordings and modifications in a

listening test regarding overall satisfaction and conveyed

semantic values (Swart et al., 2018). The subjective

evaluation proceeded in two consequential steps: first, the

preference for the stimuli with the differently enhancements

was assessed through forced choice comparison ranking

method and in a second step, the most preferred stimuli

were evaluated on a bipolar 12-pair semantic differential

scale (Swart et al., 2018). Sound enhancement seemed to be

generally preferred compared to the standard production sound

signature of the measured vehicles, especially enhancement

methods such as low-frequency amplification, high-frequency

filtering, low order addition, and pitch transposition achieved

high scores (Swart et al., 2018). Furthermore, Swart et al. (2018)

found the factors Power, Comfort, and Deepness, for the

semantic description of the EV sounds and the highest

correlations with satisfaction for the semantic attributes

pleasant, exciting, and comfortable. In the context of

semantic analysis Ma et al., 2017a) used a neural network

approach to establish a sound quality prediction model

based on the A-weighted SPL and six psychoacoustic

parameters (loudness, roughness, fluctuation strength,

tonality, sharpness, articulation index). These parameters

were compared to semantic evaluation indexes conducted in

a subjective listening test. A sample of N = 20 participants

evaluated the interior noise of EVs on a semantic differential

scale with five bipolar pairs (annoying – pleasing,

weak – powerful, harsh – sweet, unobservable – perceptible,

promiscuous – pure) (Ma et al., 2017a). Results show that at low

speeds, the noise profile was described as pleasing, sweet, and

pure, but weak and unobservable, presumably leading to the

perception of a weak dynamic vehicle character and possible

lack of vigilance, whereas at higher speeds, the profile was

described as annoying, harsh, powerful, promiscuous, and

perceptible compromising on perceived sound quality (Ma

et al., 2017a). Swart and Bekker (2019) proposed a new

metric to efficiently predict the perceived customer

satisfaction regarding EV interior sound signatures and

utilized psychoacoustic measures as well as subjective data.

Binaural recordings of different EV sound signatures and

enhanced, modified versions were subjectively evaluated by

N = 31 participants in an anechoic chamber via headphones

on a 12-pair bipolar semantic differential and a 10-point

satisfaction scale (Swart & Bekker, 2019). The semantic

analysis showed three main factors of Comfort, Power and a

Futuristic factor and semantic descriptors such as exciting and

quiet with weaker associations regarding customer satisfaction,

whereas pleasant, comfortable, and calm were found to be

highly correlated with perceived satisfaction (Swart &

Bekker, 2019). Several significant correlations between

objective psychoacoustic metrics and subjective ratings were

reported, for example, for sharpness, loudness, and

impulsiveness, while for the semantic descriptor sporty, no

significant associations were found, which Swart and Bekker

(2019) ascribed to the lack of a dynamic sound character in EVs.

Aiming to bridge the gap between objective and subjective

measures and accurately predict the subjective perception of

customer satisfaction, Swart and Bekker (2019) followed the

approach of single value approximation, including the objective
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metrics of sharpness, impulsiveness, and fluctuation strength

through multiple linear regression, and established a single

value reduction model. The results emphasize the importance

of parameter sharpness in EV sound signatures as it

predominantly influences customer satisfaction ratings

(Swart & Bekker, 2019).

Effects of evaluation context
The testing environment and the given experimental

context can have a relevant influence on participants’

perception. Depending on the target variable, different

evaluation environments might be suitable, and the specific

context should carefully be considered before data

acquisition. Cocron et al. (2011) questioned N = 40 test

drivers equipped with EVs in a naturalistic driving study

(NDS) for a period of 6 months in the metropolitan area of

Berlin about their experience. Though the focus of their

investigation on driver’s perception primarily focused on

possible safety issues due to the reduced noise emissions of

EVs, the conducted data shows a high awareness for the lack

of driving feedback and the EVs’ quietness, as well as

expressed concerns regarding pedestrians’ and bicyclists’

safety in the beginning of the study (Cocron et al., 2011).

These concerns decreased after 6 months, and expected

substantial problems with the low noise emission level

seemed to be obsolete as only a few incidents were

reported (Cocron et al., 2011). Active sound design was

not favored by the participants after 3 months of driving,

but in the final interview, technical solutions, for example, a

speed-dependent, the temporary sound was mentioned by a

substantial part of the sample (Cocron et al., 2011). Labeye

et al. (2016) followed a similar approach and conducted

information regarding the driving experience with EVs in

a longitudinal study with N = 36 participants over 6 months

with two measurement time points between (T0 = beginning

and T1 = after 3 months). Although the EV’s quietness was

mostly seen as a safety-related topic due to their low

recognizability for pedestrians, it was as well stated as an

advantage regarding the vehicle experience by the questioned

drivers (Labeye et al., 2016). Genuit and Fiebig (2014)

followed the Explorative Vehicle Evaluation (EVE) method

to interview N = 10 participants about their subjective

impressions of three different EV sound concepts. Results

showed a preference for quiet EVs, especially at low speeds,

while at the same time, it was asked for operational acoustic

feedback adequately matching the driving situation (Genuit

& Fiebig, 2014). Though a slight preference for quiet sound

concepts became apparent, the general acceptance of new

sound concepts as well as tangible recommendations for EV

sound design remain unclear as the participants’ comments

were quite inconsistent, possibly due to a lack of reference

and previous experience driving electrified (Genuit & Fiebig,

2014). Fiebig and Schulte-Fortkamp (2019) also applied the

EVE method to conduct subjective data on spontaneous

associations, emotions, feelings, and thoughts regarding

the perception of different EV sound concepts from N =

10 participants in a realistic driving context. Sound concept

variation was achieved by altered parameters of spectral

content, total loudness, sound character, loudness gain,

modulation, implementation of idle sound, and level load

mapping, resulting in three different sound concepts (ICEV

oriented, modern/unconventional, inconspicuous/modest)

(Fiebig & Schulte-Fortkamp, 2019). Additionally, an

individual sound concept, created by the participants

themselves, was compared to the original driving noise of

the test vehicle (Fiebig & Schulte-Fortkamp, 2019). While

more negative than positive comments were reported overall,

all sound concepts provoked positive as well as negative

feedback, and synthetic sounds provoked more feedback in

general (Fiebig & Schulte-Fortkamp, 2019). The results from

Fiebig and Schulte-Fortkamp (2019) once again demonstrate

the target conflict between the general preference for quiet

EVs and the request for a load adequate acoustic operational

feedback. Lennström et al. (2011) focused on the influence of

the test environment on the sound perception using an 8-pair

semantic differential to let participants evaluate different EV

driving sounds. They found no significant difference between

the testing conditions of laboratory test, vehicle

demonstrator, and on-track evaluation regarding perceived

sound quality (Lennström et al., 2011). However, a significant

effect in the participants’ rating consistency showed:

participants with an in-car experience (co-driving the EV)

prior to the laboratory assessment showed smaller variances

in their ratings compared to participants without such an

exposition, as typical EV sound might have appeared as

unfamiliar at first (Lennström et al., 2011). Another

analysis of the preferences towards typical tonal

components showed that an increased level of high-

frequency tonal components and decreased mid-frequency

tonal components ranked high on sharpness, annoyance,

powerfulness, and toughness/aggressiveness. In contrast, a

modification of the frequency components and vice versa

achieved high rankings on overall satisfaction (Lennström

et al., 2011). Table 3 summarizes all N = 26 articles in this

cluster.

Discussion

The pertinent literature of over two decades of research

investigating the subjective perception of the interior

soundscapes of EVs is summed up and elaborated in the

review at hand. Although EVs are only gradually finding their

way into our everyday lives, numerous investigations on the

perceived quality of their NVH characteristics have already been

done. Findings cover a wide range of investigations following
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TABLE 3 Overview of the summarized literature of Cluster C.

Source Method
and test environment

N Evaluation parameters Conclusions

Cocron et al. (2011) Naturalistic Driving Study (NDS) in the
field at three time points (T0, T1 =
3 months, T2 = 6 months)

40 Driving behavior and perception due to EV
quietness

Substantial part of the sample mentions a
speed-dependent, temporary sound as
helpful; encouraging to be more aware of
traffic situations due to lack of noise

Govindswamy &
Eisele, (2011)

On-road driving test and jury test in the
laboratory

— Pleasantness, dynamic impression,
preference for synthetic additional driving
sound

ICEV sound perceived as more dynamic;
admixed noise shares in EV though worsens
pleasantness and preference ratings; sound
design as product-specific consideration

Lennström et al. (2011) Semantic differential with 7-point scaled
bipolar pairs in audio lab, vehicle
demonstrator and in-car driving scenario in
the field

22 Sound perception depending on
experimental environment, sharpness,
annoyance, toughness/aggressiveness,
powerfulness, overall satisfaction

No significant differences between the
testing conditions found; higher rating
consistency with prior exposure to EV
driving sound; high-frequency components
increase sharpness, annoyance,
powerfulness, toughness/aggressiveness; a
decrease of high frequencies and increase of
mid-frequency components leads to higher
rankings in overall satisfaction

Genuit & Fiebig, (2014) Explorative Vehicle Evaluation (EVE)
method in the field

10 EV sound concepts, preference Slight preference for quiet EV sound
concepts and request of situational
operational feedback; inconsistent opinions
regarding new concepts and tangible
recommendations

Gwak et al. (2014a) Semantic differential in a listening test in
laboratory mock-up vehicle

27 Preference modified EV sounds, semantic
descriptors

Additional subharmonics prove to be an
effective sound modification method to
enhance interior soundscape; the number of
tones and frequencies should be chosen
carefully and below 600 Hz for dynamic
impression; customer group dependent
preferences

Gwak et al. (2014b) Listening test in a laboratory half-frame
demonstrator car with video; multiple
choice of describing adjectives for sound
image evaluation

30 Comparison of sound modification
approaches, intensity of acceleration
sensation, sound image, overall preference

Both methods are effective in increasing
acceleration sensation; additional
subharmonics to high-frequency
components leads to loudness increment,
while adjustment to time gap method
improves acoustic feedback without level
increment though it reaches less preference

Swart & Bekker, (2014) Jury test in a laboratory; semantic
differential and ranking method

17 Customer satisfaction with sound for EV,
semantic descriptors (e.g., sportiness and
powerfulness)

Sporty ICEV sound preferred over EV
sound; though semantics of “rumbling,”
“powerful,” and “deep” are ascribed to EV
sound, less sportiness and powerfulness is
perceived

Yamauchi & Feng,
(2014)

Listening test in laboratory and experiment
in driving simulator; paired comparison

10;
20

Harmonization of audio and visual stimuli,
effect of driving action on acceleration
impression

Frequency-shifted stimuli are perceived as
having a greater acceleration; higher
frequency bands with greater effect; broader
frequency shifts perceived as a stronger
acceleration; driving task/interaction shows
no effect

Küppers, (2015) Listening test in a studio/laboratory and a
driving simulator, interactive experiment in
a demonstrator vehicle; rating,
questionnaire and semantic differential

35;
30;
40

Acceptance and preference of synthesized
sound concepts and description of sound
characteristics

Synthesized sounds were generally accepted;
wind roll noise in driving simulator accepted
and perceived as pleasant, while load
feedback was requested and genuine EV
noise was perceived as least pleasant and
most artificial; in on-track test in a vehicle
demonstrator only 14% chose to switched-
off sound, most participants preferred
ICEV-resembling sounds

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 3 (Continued) Overview of the summarized literature of Cluster C.

Source Method
and test environment

N Evaluation parameters Conclusions

Sontacchi et al. (2015) Listening test in a laboratory; rating and
verbal description

— Identification of differences, verbal
description of sound samples

Quietness is generally preferred, but load-
dependent loudness and increase in
amplitude modulation benefits sportiness
and acceleration impression, as well as assist
drivability as the driver is given operational
feedback; sound descriptions seem gender-
biased as only male participants use positive
and energy-related terms, while females use
versatile descriptors

Andersson et al. (2016) Listening test in a laboratory; MUSHRA test
method

18 Influence of magnetic noise in e-PTs and
different modulation techniques/switching
frequencies on perceived sound quality
(annoyance); psychoacoustic metrics

Space Vector Modulation (SVM) does not
improve sound quality; for the first three
speed segments, perceived annoyance is
higher with discontinuous pulse width
modulation (DPWM), but until field
weakening region, DPWM affects sound
quality positively; loudness metrics, SPL,
and sharpness with greatest impact on
perceived annoyance; for tonal components
tonality metric is to be preferred instead of
PR or TNR

Labeye et al. (2016) Longitudinal field study with three time
points (T0, T1 = 3 months, T2 = 6 months);
questionnaires and travel diaries

36 EV driving experience and impact of vehicle
quietness on driving behavior

Though quietness is mostly seen as a safety
issue, participants perceive it as an
advantage, while they also report a higher
need for attention for their driving
environment as well as altered driving
behavior

Lee et al. (2016) Exploratory study in lab-setup with driving
simulation and questionnaire with 7-point-
Likert scales

42 User Experience of interior driving sound in
EVs; satisfaction, emotion, usefulness

Contextual information and quietness of
EVs influence the general user experience of
driving an EV as driving sound influences
the driver’s emotions and perceived
satisfaction and usefulness

Matuszewski & Parizet,
(2016)

Listening test in a laboratory; pairwise
comparison and absolute rating
(0–1,000 with a slider)

19 Sound quality (unpleasantness);
psychoacoustic metrics

Conventional psychoacoustic metrics are
partially applicable for EV evaluation; due to
mid and high-frequency components
metrics like PR should be included;
A-weighted SPL remains important
predictor for perceived unpleasantness

Ma et al. (2017a) Listening test in a laboratory; semantic
differential with bipolar pairs

20 Sound quality (annoyance) of EV interior
noise, semantic descriptors and
psychoacoustic metrics

Noise profile at low speeds is described as
pleasing, sweet, and pure but weak and
unobservable leading to a weak dynamic
impression; higher speeds with increased
electromagnetic, wind and tire noise
components are described as annoying,
harsh, powerful, promiscuous, and
perceptible decreasing perceived sound
quality

Maunder & Munday,
(2017)

Survey on individual desktop set-up 30 Expectations and semantics regarding EV
sound and acoustic feedback

More conventional vehicle sound and
rumbling noise, referred to as powerful and
sporty, seems to be expected, while typical
ICEV sound does not meet the expectation
of environmentally friendly EV;
segmentation in interest groups: 1) largest
group focusing on power aspect, requesting
acoustic augmentation in interior and
preferring ICEV resemblance, 2)
recognizing the need of acoustic feedback
but advocate novel sound concepts, 3)
preferring genuine EV sound seeing no
requirement for sound augmentation

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 3 (Continued) Overview of the summarized literature of Cluster C.

Source Method
and test environment

N Evaluation parameters Conclusions

Fang et al. (2018) Listening test in a laboratory; 10-point
rating scale

30 Perception of acoustic harmonics and effect
on sound quality (annoyance) in EV noise
and psychoacoustic metrics

Sound quality prediction model is
established with Support Vector Machine
(SVM) method; high associations between
subjective data and metrics of sharpness and
sensitivity, which seem to represent high-
frequency components in a range for which
the human hearing is very sensitive to

Swart et al. (2018) Listening test in a laboratory environment:
half-anechoic chamber with jury test
members positioned equidistant around
ball-speaker; forced-choice comparison,
sound ranking, semantic differential with
bi-polar pairs

31 Sound quality in EVs, semantic description
of sound character, overall satisfaction,
preference regarding different modification
methods in sounds

Sound enhanced stimuli are generally
preferred compared to standard production
sound signature of the recorded EVs;
modification methods of low-frequency
amplification, high-frequency filtering, low
order addition and pitch transposition
improved perceived sound quality;
describing factors are “Power,” “Comfort,”
and “Deepness” and highest correlations
with satisfaction ratings were found for
semantic attributes of “pleasant,” “exciting,”
and “comfortable”

Fiebig &
Schulte-Fortkamp,
(2019)

Explorative Vehicle Evaluation (EVE)
method; documentation of comments and
semi-structured interview

10 Perception of different EV sound concepts All sound concepts provoke negative and
positive feedback; the synthetic sounds
provoke more feedback overall and more
negative than positive comments; results
demonstrate target conflict between general
preference for quiet vehicles and wish for
load adequate acoustic driving feedback

Lennström et al. (2019) Listening test in a laboratory/sound studio;
11-point rating scale, binary response
format

20 Perceived pleasantness in EV interior noise
focusing on tonal components below 1 kHz
and detection of tones; tonality metrics

Detection rate for low frequencies (200 Hz)
is very low independent of tone level;
increased detection rate for higher
frequencies (400–900 Hz) and level-
dependent perceived pleasantness (the
louder, the less pleasant) in this region; tones
in the region of 200–400 Hz were rated
rather constant suggesting to be perceived as
not disturbing; tonality metrics of PR, DIN
Tonality 45681, ECMA-74 Tonality and
ECMA-74 Tonality modified show detection
accuracy of 80% and higher; only significant
correlation between subjective data and
ECMA-74 Tonality (−0.67) suggests that
metrics merely model tonality but are not
capable of modeling sensation of
pleasantness

Swart & Bekker, (2019) Listening test in an anechoic chamber over
headphones; semantic differential with
bipolar pairs, 10-point rating scale; single
value approximation to establish new
metric

31 Customer satisfaction with EV driving
sound and semantic description;
psychoacoustic metrics

Three main factors in semantic analysis:
“Comfort,” “Power,” and “Futuristic”;
“exciting” and “quiet” show weak links to
customer satisfaction, whereas “pleasant,”
“comfortable,” and “calm” show high
correlations to subjective data; several
significant correlations between semantic
descriptors and psychoacoustic metrics, but
no significant link for the descriptor
“sporty”; customer satisfaction model is
established through single value reduction
model including metrics of sharpness,
impulsiveness, and fluctuation strength;
sharpness with predominant influence on
satisfaction ratings

Allman-Ward et al.
(2020)

Jury test in a laboratory and real vehicle
driving scenario; ranking method and single
choice

— Preference for different EV interior sound
concepts

One modified sound concept reached a
common preference of almost 50% of the
sample; basic interior noise without any
modification picked by 8% indicating appeal
of quietness as well as active sound
enhancement

(Continued on following page)
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different approaches of assessing qualitative feedback from

customer studies, collecting subjective data in experimental

studies, analyzing measurements for psychoacoustic metrics,

or computing intricate models with conducted perception data

to improve the prediction of perceived sound quality and

customer satisfaction. Nevertheless, the general question of

how the interior soundscape of electrified vehicles should be

designed remains unclear. Though the displayed research bears

valuable evidence on what might acoustically be preferred or

rejected in a customer’s point of view, it also becomes evident

that not even customers are yet aware of their needs and

expectations regarding the composition of interior

soundscapes in EVs. The findings so far are volatile due to

minimal experience driving electrified and most likely also a

lack of knowledge about design possibilities of acoustic

enhancement strategies. For now, the general strategy of how

to acoustically configure or even stage EVs is left up to each

vehicle manufacturer and might possibly look like suggested by

Sinambari and Sentpali (2020): either leaving the natural

soundscape as it is with its typical occurring NVH

characteristics due to the vehicle’s electrification and possibly

refining this inherent noise, or adding artificially generated sound

to the vehicle amplifying its operational feedback and enhancing

specific product features – whether these sound concepts

reminisce familiar combustion noise characteristics or embody

a completely novel soundscape conveying innovative

impressions is yet to be determined. The long-lasting

association of vehicle power and noise with increasing

acceleration seems to be etched in our minds, but now with

the potential of silent EVs is challenged and described by Borg

(2014) to be contradicting “a lifetime of experiences and

expectations about cars and sound” (p.287), as it has been

formed over decades. History, though, reveals contemporary

associations between performance parameters of vehicles and

their acoustic feedback, as silent automobiles have been

appreciated and declared luxurious in the first half of the 20th

TABLE 3 (Continued) Overview of the summarized literature of Cluster C.

Source Method
and test environment

N Evaluation parameters Conclusions

Lanslots et al. (2020) Jury test in a laboratory; paired comparison 10 Preference for different EV interior sound
concepts; psychoacoustic metrics

Sound resembling a V8 motor scored the
highest preference, followed by the sound
resembling an ICEV pickup truck; sound
variants stayed the same in their roughness
values, whereas differences in loudness,
sharpness, articulation index, tonality, and
PR ratio are found

Valeri & Pietila, (2020) Jury test in a laboratory; paired comparison
method and semantic differential

— Preference for different EV driving sound
concepts and semantic description

Tone reduction leads to a less sporty,
exciting, or futuristic impression; addition of
order harmonics enhances the impression of
sportiness and excitement while reducing
perceived smoothness, effortlessness, and
harmony; musical approach leads to more
futuristic, pleasant and harmonious
impression but is perceived as less sporty,
exciting, and natural; great diversity in
customer preferences but sound
enhancement has impact on overall product
impression

Melman et al. (2021) Fixed-base driving simulator experiment,
within-participant design; questionnaire
and semantic differential

32 Perceived sportiness (illusion of sportiness)
in EV sounds and effectiveness of different
modification methods; perceived driving
task effort

Artificial Engine Sound (AES) as a suitable
measure to increase perceived sportiness as
well as improve driving behavior in terms of
speed control; Modified Throttle Mapping
(MTM) did not significantly enhance the
sportiness illusion and led to fluctuating
pedal movement

Münder & Carbon,
(2022)

Experimental study in fixed-base sound
simulator car with 3D ambisonic acoustics;
repeated evaluation

65 Perceptibility of e-powertrain noise and
perceived quality

Perceived e-powertrain noise with strong
influence on perceived quality; the relation
between perceived e-powertrain noise and
quality are load and use case dependent;
NVH experts tend to be more critical in their
quality assessment; auditory modality
contributes to perceived product quality
overall

Note.We do not claim the tabular summary to be complete. For further information on the specifications of parameters and methods, we would like to refer to the respective source articles.
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century (Krebs, 2016). The now presented opportunity of freely

creating novel soundscapes in EVs poses a challenge but at the

same time, might help break up such conventions and possibly

enrich the variety of how to shape driving experiences through

novel soundscapes in the future.

The discussed research in this article highlights the importance

of scientifically substantiated approaches to gather subjective data on

the perception of the matter. Classic acoustical measures like the

overall SPL or analyses of frequency bands will not sufficiently

explain variances in customers’ perception of the product. Nor will

psychoacoustic measures, attempting to objectify subjective

perception data, be sufficient on their own if not validated

through an adequate data sample of subjective assessments in the

targeted application context. Especially context-related and novel

evaluation approaches should be endorsed in future research to

understand how customers evaluate novel soundscapes for EVs and

how they build their expectations towards the respective product.

Approaches like the EVE-method (Genuit & Fiebig, 2014; Fiebig &

Schulte-Fortkamp, 2019), as well as naturalistic driving studies

(Cocron et al., 2011) help to gain externally valid insights on

customer behavior and evaluation. To better understand dynamic

effects in customer perception, multiple measurement time points

are needed to compare the evaluation data over the course of

time. This can be done with multiple measurement points

through, for example, interviews in externally valid

environments (Labeye et al., 2016), or through approaches

such as Repeated Evaluation (Carbon and Leder, 2005) that

proved to be effective in controlled laboratory environments

to offer a high degree of stimuli evaluation in a pretty short

period of time. Moreover, person-related variables such as

general driving experience, age, or former experience in

driving electrified should be considered to gain customer-

group-specific insights on how to target specific sound

profiles in EVs.

Conclusion

The reviewed literature in this overview illustrates the

uncertainties in customer expectations regarding the

configuration and design of EV noise and sound. Human-

centered, systematic, and experimental approaches to assess

data on the human perception of EV interior soundscapes are

needed to counter these yet volatile circumstances and challenges

in customer needs. Participants need to be offered more extended

elaboration with novel sound concepts in externally valid

contextual settings, allowing them to explore their preferences

and build their expectations. Only this way, we will be able to

better understand dynamic effects in perceived quality and

preferences regarding novel soundscapes, as well as to collect

valid evaluation data on different enhancement strategies to

derive design and target guidelines for acoustic automotive

development.
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